
Achieving Flawless Customer Service and 
Improved Efficiency 
Genesys Enterprise Workload Management boosts BlueLink 
contact center performance and central oversight for  
world-renowned brands 

Customer Service Excellence Essential
Expert in customer relations, BlueLink Group provides tailored multimedia solutions to  
world-renowned brands like Air France, American Express, Barclays and Louis Vuitton.

“In this ever-evolving digital world, the client needs reassurance at every step of the buying 
journey,” says Marc Breiner, Director of Operations at BlueLink Group. “Today, customer 
service can be the only point of human contact between a company and its consumers. 
Flawless excellence is essential to assure their loyalty and satisfaction.”

Five BlueLink contact centers cover Europe (Paris, Prague, Lens, Amsterdam, and Mauritius) 
while centers in Sydney and Monterrey serve Asia and the Americas respectively. Twenty-eight 
languages are used. Legacy BlueLink technology handled incoming and outgoing calls and faxes, 
as well as issues flagged by the internal CRM system.

A partner was sought to provide an intelligent, flexible platform to help customers transition  
to digital while increasing agent productivity. With 200,000 calls and 200,000 back office 
interventions a month, measured against 135 different SLAs, the new system would also have 
to offer a greater degree of automation.

“Genesys was a natural choice” says Marc Breiner. “Not only was their reputation impeccable, 
but they also met all our technical criteria. Stability and reliability were key factors.” Furthermore, 
BlueLink is a subsidiary of Air France, which uses Genesys for its own contact centers. That 
made the BlueLink choice consistent with group strategy.

AT A GLANCE

Customer Name
BlueLink

Industry: Customer 
Relationship Management

Scope: Europe and Mauritius

Number of seats: 850 agents

SUCCESS STORY: BLUELINK GROUP

CHALLENGES
• Increase customer and 

agent satisfaction

• Improve and harmonize 
central management and 
resource utilization

• Earn extra market 
share in a competitive 
environment 

• Adopt a flexible and 
tailored solution to meet 
135 different SLAs

SOLUTIONS
• Genesys Customer 

Experience Platform

• Genesys Enterprise 
Workload Management



SUCCESS STORY
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“Genesys was a natural choice. Not only was their reputation 
impeccable, but they also met all our technical criteria. Stability  
and reliability were key factors.”

Marc Breiner, Director of Operations, BlueLink Group

Big Contact Center Efficiency Gains
The BlueLink strategy for driving and routing traffic is centralized around a unique 
dashboard. Located in Paris this monitors all activities worldwide. With the Genesys 
system, not only are routing strategies easy to establish, but also they can be changed 
in real time, giving BlueLink a competitive advantage.

“The support team was mainly focused on manual tasks and daily maintenance. Now 
they spend time on more strategic aspects like forecasting,” says Marc Breiner.

On top of that time saving in the IT function, BlueLink has made big contact center 
efficiency gains. For example, using Genesys Enterprise Workload Management for 
traffic prioritization frees up spare agents to take on other tasks. Also, the Genesys 
system’s greater stability and ergonomic design has driven a major improvement in 
agent satisfaction.

Explains Breiner: “Genesys insures our agent resources are optimized and everyone is 
always busy. We’re registering a reduction of seven percent in unused time.” Along 
with a significant increase in 10-second call resolution and an abandoned call rate 
reduced to only 1.5 percent that means the company’s original objectives have largely 
been exceeded.

Genesys Enterprise Workload Management insures high priority tasks like claims, 
booking forms and faxes from the CRM system are pushed directly to agents’ desktops 
for processing. BlueLink has measured significant gains in the speed of back office 
activities as a result. And adopting a push ethos means agents can’t cherry-pick jobs, 
giving better productivity. Agents working on CRM and background tasks can be 
interrupted if VIP calls need answering, helping meet contractual SLAs agreed with 
specific customers.

Follow-the-Sun for Extended Open Hours
As a leading customer relationship specialist, BlueLink doesn’t intend to stop there and 
already has plans to implement new Genesys solutions. For example, it’s working on 
setting up a global virtual contact center to respond to customer demands for 24/7 
availability.

BlueLink currently has resources working in Europe during the hours of darkness; a 
high overhead for a low number of calls. A worldwide virtual center will offer new 
possibilities, because when Europe sleeps, Sydney wakes up and sets to work. With a 
Genesys solution, BlueLink will be able to reroute European night time calls to the other 
side of the world.

Marc Breiner concludes: “Our objectives are to gain even more flexibility and 
optimization, and to provide our customers with extended opening hours. That’s why 
BlueLink is addressing the challenge of expanding its European operations into a 
worldwide force.”

RESULTS
• Increased productivity 

with a seven percent rise 
in agent availability

• Improved call handling 
with increased 10-second 
call resolution and less 
than 1.5 percent call 
abandonment rate

• Estimated monthly 
attainment in SLAs greater 
than five percent, with 
raised agent satisfaction 
scores

• Significant IT cost 
reduction through 
rationalization 
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